Shelba King....... Zentuitive Artist
I am a self-taught artist and creativity seeker from Cary North Carolina. I consider myself to
paint and create from a place of intuition. As a zentuitive artist, I feel as though I am feeding
my soul through my creative expression and I find inner peace when a part of who I am unfolds
with my art.
I enjoy all types of art that invokes the viewer to be drawn in and connect to design, color,
placement, theme and expression. My work is expressed through acrylics, mixed media, and
drawings.
When I begin a piece of artwork, somewhere during my work in progress it may speak to me
immediately or it may rest for a while then revisited. Something usually shifts and changes
from my initial perception. This enables me to continuing working with it until I am ready to
say it is finished.
The ability to see things in art that some may not see has always come easily for me. Faces
show up very quickly for me in abstract forms and always has.
My most recent work has been working to alter pages and creating a newer form of art. By
altering the ink of the original page, it transforms into a mysterious collage of colors, shapes
and designs. The unknowing of this process always excites me to see what unfolds and gives
me great joy in creating one of a kind. Some of these I choose to paint back into the
background, some I may leave as it has recreated itself. Other pieces I may tear and create a
collage effect, either way each piece has a story of its own when it is finished. During the
process of altering pages, different images begin to appear in numerous forms. When human
figures appear they represent different facets of our life. The identity of each usually brings a
message that individuals may connect with and it is my purpose to bridge that connection with
my art.
The mere fact of being in the flow and allowing; gives me the opportunity to create from my
zentuitive place.
I hope you enjoy this new work of art......
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